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Abstract 
Background: Since introducing stereotactic core biopsy (SCB) on breast le-
sions in Denmark, no national follow-up of the procedure has been executed. 
Purpose: To evaluate performance of SCB in Danish mammography screen-
ing. 3 areas were selected for evaluation: diagnostic value of SCB, performance 
of the Danish 7-tier mamma-radiological classifications system, DKBI-RADS, 
and diagnostic delay for SCB-diagnosis. Materials & Methods: Danish retro-
spective national cohort study including 2195 screening patients undergoing 
SCB. Study period: 01.01.2010 to 30.09.2012. Patients were identified from 
The Danish National Patient Register. Pathology-data were obtained from the 
Danish Pathology Database. Radiological-data according to DKBI-RADS were 
recorded. Diagnostic delay from clinical mammography until diagnosis was 
registered. Results: 173 SCBs indicated cancer; all operated with 3 cases final-
ized as benign. 1296 cases were determined benign with diagnostic surgery in 
81 cases of which 31 were concluded pre-malignant/malignant. Correlation 
between DKBI-RADS and pathology diagnosis: 329 of 485 DKBI-RADS3, 227 of 
450 DKBI-RADS4 were benign. 4 of 16 DKBI-RADS5 were benign. The diag-
nostic value of pre-malignant/malignant SCB related to results from surgery 
showed 94.4% sensitivity and a positive predictive value of 93.9%. Median di-
agnostic-time of single-biopsy was 13 days. Conclusion: The performance of SCB 
in Denmark is comparable to international studies regarding the diagnostic value 
of malignant SCB. The study indicates that DKBI-RADS classifications are not 
used consistently regarding micro-calcifications selected in screen-
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ing-mammographies. Diagnostic delay is acceptable, subject to EUSOMA 
specifications, regarding single-biopsy. 
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1. Introduction 

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women in Denmark with 
about 4800 new cases every year and with an incidence rate increasing steadily 
for years [1] [2]. The increase in breast cancer awareness and national use of 
screening mammography has led to early detection of pre-malignant and early 
stage non-palpable breast cancer. In Denmark, women between ages 50 - 69 are 
invited to a screening mammography bi-annually, resulting in approx. 500,000 
screening mammographies annually [3]. Of these 2.6% are invited to additional 
mammography and ultrasound (US) [3]. Approximately 65% invited for further 
examination do not have cancer or pre-malignancy [3]. Most of the women will 
be definitively, diagnostically clarified with US-guided core biopsies. 

Some lesions detected on screening mammography cannot be verified by US 
examination, typically micro-calcifications. Thus to determine these, a core bi-
opsy for pathological examination is required. The sampling technology stereo-
tactic core biopsy (SCB) provides a method to verify the diagnosis [4] [5]. 

2. Materials and Method 
2.1. Population  

A cohort from the Danish National Patient Register1 was defined by identifying 
all women registered with the procedure codeKTHA10A of SCB within 90 days 
after a screening mammography (UXRC45) between 1st January 2010 and 1st 
October 2012. 

Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the study population.2195 women were se-
lected for SCB. However, the procedure-code for SCB was registered but SCB 
not carried out in 46 cases. Registrations do not indicate whether procedure was 
merely cancelled due to for example no show. Altogether, 2288 SCB were per-
formed on 2149 women. Bilateral SCBs were performed on 58 women and 
re-SCBs on 51 women. 

 

 

1Denmark has several high-quality national registers including the Danish Civil Registration System 
(CPR Register). Every person is registered with a national, social security number (CPR number) in-
dicating time of birth and gender. Death, emigration, residence and several other data is also regis-
tered under the CPR registration. In the Danish public health system, all patients treated in a hospital 
are registered in The National Patient Register (NPR) with their CPR number, a code of diagnosis 
and a code of treatment supplied as well as a code of the hospital and the department treating the pa-
tient. The pathologists register the histological information about all biopsies and specimens in The 
National Pathology Data Bank (Patobank). 
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Figure 1. Flow chart showing the study population. 

 
The study group was divided into two sub-cohort groups: 

 Group A, single SCBs group, which includes women (2103) undergoing 
clinical mammography, SCB and in some cases operation in order to diag-
nose or treat pre-malignant or malignant lesions. The group also includes 
women (10) with more than one screening during the study period. Four 
women were excluded because of missing pathology information. In total, 
2175 single SCBs performed on 2099 women were included in the single SCB 
sub-cohort.  

 Group B, includes women (51) undergoing re-SCBs defined as SCBs per-
formed within 90 days from the first SCB. 109 SCBs were performed of which 
54 were re-SCBs. Note that in the flow-chart we reference cases, since one 
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woman was included in both groups because of bilateral SCB; one case was 
closed after re-SCB; and one case proceeded to operation. In total 21 cases 
were finalized after re-SCB and 31 cases underwent an operation after an ad-
ditional SCB. Finally, five women with more than one screening in the study 
period and re-SCBs were included. One woman underwent a second 
re-biopsy. The initial and additional SCB was performed on both breasts. The 
woman was counted in both sub-groups.  

The analyses concerning the correlation between DKBI-RADS and final pa-
thology result (single-SCB, re-SCB or surgery) include single-SCB as well as 
re-SCB. 

2.2. Mammography and Radiological Classification  

The European and in particular the northern European countries, including the 
UK, but also Australia and New Zealand, use a 5-tier classification system. These 
are typically either modified, versions of the American BI-RADS classifications, 
or a 5-tier classification developed by The Royal College of Radiologists Breast 
Group, or a Tabar 5-tier classification [6] [7] [8]. The Danish classification sys-
tem (DKBI-RADS), as recommended by DBCG [1], is a modified classification, 
based on a combination of versions of the American BI-RADS and possibly the 
Tabar classification. To clarify the difference both the current American 
BI-RADS and DKBI-RADS classifications are illustrated below (Figure 2 and 
Figure 3). 

All Danish mammography centres provided pathology reports. All except the 
largest centre made clinical mammographies, in total 1181, available for the 
study. These were reviewed and mammography descriptions with missing classi-
fications were classified subject to the following methodology: If the mammog-
raphy was described with suspicious or malignant characteristics, the lesions 
were considered suspicious or malignant. Such mammographic findings were 
classified as DK-B4 if suspicious and DK-B5 if malignant. Similarly, a large part 
of mammographies with most likely benign morphological characteristics, le-
sions with non-specific morphology or with no further morphological descrip-
tion were considered DK-B3.  

Patients in Denmark are referred to the radiology breast-unit for a clinical 
mammography. This includes supplementary mammography combined with a 
clinical examination, ultrasound-scan of breast and axilla and if relevant, biop-
sies. Additional MRI of the breasts is available if necessary. Triple diagnostics 
form the basis for Danish breast-diagnostics, and comprise palpation, diagnostic 
imaging, and fine needle or core needle biopsy. Lesions, which are non-detectable 
by clinical-mammography, predominantly micro-calcifications and a minute 
group of small lesions without calcification, cannot be appropriately diagnosed 
with triple diagnostics and are referred to SCB. 

We know that about 30% of screening [9] selected micro-calcifications are 
pre-malignant or malignant and should according to DKBI-RADS, be classified 
as DK-B4. However, the classification DK-B3 is frequently used to allow for  
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Figure 2. The Danish modified BI-RADS and the American BI-RADS. 

 

biopsies without forcing surgery before deemed absolutely necessary. A DK-B3 
diagnosis indicates that the breast radiologist retains responsibility for complet-
ing diagnosis through biopsies until a malignancy suspicion is verified as malig-
nant or benign. If classified as DK-B4, then said responsibility for verifying di-
agnosis is commonly transferred to the surgeon and diagnostic surgery in the 
Danish diagnostic system. For ease of reference, the process is shown below. 

2.3. Stereotactic Core Biopsy and Equipment in Denmark 

SCB makes use of the underlying principle of parallax in order to determine the 
depth or “Z-dimension” of the target lesion and thereby measure the targeted le-
sion tri-dimensionally [10] [11]. 

SCB is carried out in several mammography centres in Denmark. As shown in  
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Figure 3. Pathway. 
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Table 1, there is some level of centralization of the stereotactic procedure. Table 
1 shows that the various centres use a variety of stereotactic equipment both ver-
tical (add-on) and horizontal. Also, SCB systems in use vary, with pros and cons 
for each of these systems [12]. Further analysis of this aspect is, however, outside 
the scope of this article. 

2.4. Pathological Classification 

We collected information of pathological diagnosis from SCBs and surgical exci-
sions from the Danish national register of pathology, Patobank. Dates of SCB, 
surgery and verified diagnosis were registered. 

The pathological findings were classified as benign, pre-malignant or malig-
nant according to the Danish national guidelines [1]. 

If micro-calcifications were the reason for SCB but SCB did not identify these, 
the SCB was considered non-representative.  

Benign lesions include a variety of benign morphologies.  
Atypical lesion is a heterogeneous group of histological findings. The most 

frequent diagnosis was radial scar and intraductal papilloma (IP) but also in-
cluded Flat Epithelia Atypia (FEA) and Atypical Ductal Hyperplasia (ADH). 
Lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) was classified separately. Complete excision of 
the two first mentioned diagnoses is recommended. We classified all IP as 
pre-malignant lesions since they, according to the guidelines, should be re-
moved, while no specific recommendations exist regarding FEA and ADH. 
These lesions may co-exist with malignancies or pre-malignancies. LCIS was 
registered as a pre-malignant lesion since LCIS is associated with increased life-
time risk of subsequent malignancy [13] [14].  
 
Table 1. Overview of stereotactic equipment in screening centres in Denmark, 2010-2012. 

Centre Stereotactic System Biopsy System 

Aabenraa Hospital Novation Add-ON 
Vacore Bard,  

single GN-biopsy 10G 

Aalborg University Hospital Hologic horizontal ATEC Pearl Vacuum System 

Aarhus University Hospital 
Mammotest Siemens  
(Fischer) horizontal 

ATEC Pearl Vacuum System 

Esbjerg Hospital Novation Add-ON 
Mammotome Vacuum System 

and angiotech GN-Biopsy 

Herlev Hospital Novation Add-ON 
Vacore Bard,  

single GN-biopsy 10G 

Odense University Hospital 
Mammotest Siemens  
(Fischer) horizontal 

Vacore Bard,  
single GN-biopsy 10G 

Ringsted Hospital Hologic horizontal 
Mammotome, Bard single 

GN-Biopsy 

Rigshospitalet Novation Add-ON 
Bard single GN-biopsy; Vacore 

Bard, single GN-biopsy 10G 

Vendsyssel Hospital Novation Add-ON Full core, Bard, GN-biopsy 
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Pre-malignant lesions comprise Ductal Carcinoma in Situ (DCIS) and Pleo-
morphic Lobular Carcinoma in Situ PLCIS, or findings suspicious of malignancy 
but not conclusive in the SCB material. The majority of malignant lesions com-
prise Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (IDC) and Invasive Lobular Carcinoma (ILC). 

3. Statistical Analysis 

Descriptive statistics and comparative analyses were used. Categorical variables 
were summarized by frequencies and percentages, continuous variables by 
mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and the quartile set. The data 
sources were linked by pseudo-anonymized patient id and breast location 
(left/right). Re-SCBs were defined as SCBs in the same breast within 90 days. For 
time to final diagnostic clarification, we considered the time from mammogra-
phy to SCB or operation. Pre-malignant and malignant SCBs were considered 
final since subsequent surgery per definition has a curative intention. All statis-
tical programming and analyses were performed using STATA 14.0 (Stata Corp. 
College Station, TX, USA). 

4. Results 
4.1. Pathological Result for Group a Single SCB (Table 2) 

A comparison of SCB pathological findings and subsequent surgical excision if 
performed is shown in Table 3. In total 899 (41%) of 2175 single SCBs were re-
ferred to surgery. 81 (6%) benign SCB were operated for further diagnosis and of 
these 38% were found to be malignant. 26 (45%) with non-representative SCBs 
also underwent diagnostic surgery without obtaining a diagnosis from a re-SCB. 
619 of the 647 premalignant lesions (96%) were operated according to guide-
lines. All 173 malignant lesions were operated. In three cases (2%) no malig-
nancy was found. 
 
Table 2. Pathological results of single SCBs. 

SCB Number (%) 

Benign 1296 (59) 

Pre-malignant 648 (30) 

Malignant 173 (8) 

Not representative 58 (3) 

Total 2175 (100) 

 
Table 3. Final pathological results of operation performed on 899/2175 single SCBs (%). 

SCB diagnosis Benign (%) Pre-malignant (%) Malignant (%) Total (%) 

Benign  50 (62) 20 (24) 11 (14) 81 (100) 

Pre-malignant  45 (7) 464 (75) 110 (18) 619 (100) 

Malignant  3 (2) 19 (11) 151 (87) 173 (100) 

Not repres.  13 (50) 9 (35) 4 (15) 26 (100) 

Total  111 (12) 513 (57) 276 (31) 899 (100) 
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4.2. The Diagnostic Value of a Pre-Malignant or Malignant Group  
A SCB 

The diagnostic value of pre-malignant/malignant SCB in relation to the end re-
sult from surgery shows 94.4 % sensitivity and a positive predictive value of 
93.9% (Table 4). 

4.3. Pre-Malignancies of Group A Single SCB 

Specifications of pre-malignancies are illustrated in Table 5. In 13/619(2%) SCBs 
the diagnosis was not specific as to whether it was DCIS, LCIS or atypical le-
sions. All underwent diagnostic operation. 

The majority of pre-malignancies were identified as DCIS in 567 (91%) SCBs. 
Isolated LCIS was found in 15 (2%) SCBs. Pre-malignant atypia was identified in 
52 (8%) SCBs and operation was performed in 43 (83%) cases. 

4.4. Pathological Result of Re-SCBs (Group B) 

Re-SCBs performed on 51 women. Two women were included in more than one 
screening and there were bilateral re-SCBs. In total, 54 SCBs were performed on 
51 women. 
 
Table 4. Diagnostic value of a malignant or pre-malignant SCB. 

SCB result 

Surgery result Mal/Pre-mal Benign Non-representative Total 

Mal/Pre-mal 744 (93.9%) 31 (38.3%) 13 (50%) 788 

Benign 48 (6.1%) 50 (61.7%) 13 (50%) 111 

Total 792 81 26 899 

 
[95% Confidence Interval] 

Prevalence Pr (A) 88% 85% 89.7% 

Sensitivity Pr (+|A) 94.4% 92.6% 95.9% 

Specificity Pr (−|N) 56.8% 47% 66.1% 

Positive predictive value Pr (A|+) 93.9% 92% 95.5% 

 
Table 5. Pre-malignant finding of single SCB that was operated (%). 

SCB diagnosis Benign (%) Pre-malignant () Malignant (%) Total (%) 

DCIS  32 (6) 426 (77) 98 (18) 556 (100) 

LCIS  2 (29) 2 (29) 3 (43) 7 (100) 

Atypia  9 (21) 29 (67) 5 (12) 43 (100) 

No evaluation  2 (15) 7 (54) 4 (31) 13 (100) 

Total  45 (7) 464 (75) 110 (18) 619 (100) 
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31 of the re-SCB cases proceeded to surgery. 22 of 31 benign re-SCBs were 
accepted as benign after re-SCB. 9 benign re-SCBs were still not accepted as be-
nign and proceeded to operation. 22 re-SCBs were diagnosed as either prema-
lignant (18) or malignant (4) and were operated according to guidelines. 

4.5. Comparison between DK BI-RADS Classification and the Final  
Pathological Diagnosis 

Table 6 is an overview of the lesions assigned to the DKBI-RADS categories 
(DK-B3, DK-B4 and DK-B5) and the distribution of the final pathology-result of 
the lesion, irrespective of whether the final result was reached after single-SCB, 
re-SCB or surgery according to each DKBI-RADS category. Earlier we described 
969 mammographies with DKBI-RADS classification; four women were ex-
cluded because of missing pathology, five women were included in both 
sub-cohort groups of which two women underwent re-SCB, bilaterally. In total, 
the analyses included 951 cases where classification was possible. 

5. Diagnostic Delay 

To examine potential delays, we evaluated the process from clinical mammog-
raphy to definitive diagnosis by either SCB or surgical excision. Throughout the 
study we have divided the population into two subgroups: the sub-cohort groups 
A: single SCB and B: re-SCB respectively.  

There was inconsistency between the number of mammographies and pa-
thology evaluations due to lack of mammography descriptions, lack of 
DKBI-RADS classification and in a few cases lack of pathology diagnosis. Half 
the 805 women undergoing single SCB were diagnosed within 13 days. The 
group of re-SCBs included 21 cases, and half of the patients were diagnosed 
within 38 days (Table 7 and Table 8). 75% of the women undergoing single SCB 
were diagnosed within 27 days but it took about twice as long (52 days) to diag-
nose the sub-cohort group of re-SCB. 

The meantime of the single SCB and the re-SCB sub-groups was 18 and 40 
days, respectively. 
 
Table 6. Final pathological results (%). 

DK BI-RADS (B) Benign (%) Pre-malignant (%) Malignant (%) Total (%) 

DK B3 329 (68) 113 (23) 43 (9) 485 (100) 

DK B4 227 (50) 149 (33) 74 (17) 450 (100) 

DK B5 4 (25) 6 (37) 6 (38) 16 (100) 

Total 560 (59) 268 (28) 123 (13) 951 (100) 

 
Table 7. Time spent on diagnosis process of single SCB. 

Variable N Mean SD p25 p50 p75 

Total time 805 18.46 19.94 5 13 27 
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Table 8. Time spent on diagnosis process of re-SCB. 

Variable N Mean SD p25 p50 p75 

Total time 21 39.86 19.41 28 38 52 

6. Discussion 

A strength of this study is that it is based on a large homogeneous cohort from 
the Danish screening mammography population. Denmark has very complete 
national registers, allowing us to avoid selection bias and, furthermore, everyone 
has a civil registration number providing access to information for each patient.  

Collection of data was carried out by one person to ensure a uniform data-
base. Finally, it is a large national study, which includes all centres in Denmark 
in terms of pathology reports. 

The study has limitations, too. Unfortunately, the clinical mammographyre-
ports are missing from one centre, reducing statistical power as regards 
DKBI-RADS classifications. Approximately 1/3 of the mammography reports 
did not include DKBI-RADS classifications and were classified based on descrip-
tions. 

The centres use different equipment. The volume of SCB specimens may be 
associated with failure to obtain correct histological diagnosis [12]. It is antici-
pated that types of equipment may influence the performance of SCB. Whilst the 
focus of this study is on the performance of SCB as part of the Danish screening 
mammography, and not on a qualitative examination of SCB equipment, an-
other study into this subject is suggested. 

In our study, up to 32% of DK-B3 was diagnosed with malignancy or 
pre-malignancy. 

It is expected that the frequency of malignant lesions for each DKBI-RADS 
category will not correspond well the current American BI-RADS due to the 
modified DKBI-RADS. The yield of cancer for American BI-RADS3 is 2% or 
fewer; 23% - 25% among BI-RADS4 and previously published cancer outcomes 
of BI-RADS5 was 81% - 100% [4] [15] [16]. In addition, it should be mentioned 
that the recommended cancer risk of 2% or fewer for American BI-RADS3 are 
based on follow-up mammographies and not on a biopsy approach [17]. 

Other studies have reported variation in malignancy rates. Literature suggests 
a ratio of malignancy among American BI-RADS3 lesions on SCB between 4% - 
18% [18] [19]. One study found, as we did, that half of the American BI-RADS4 
lesions were benign [20]. It is important to note that the reason behind diagnos-
tic problems is that screening-detected micro-calcifications often are very dis-
crete and in an early stage. As there is no morphologically clear indication of 
these, they are difficult to classify. 

In respect of the performance of SCB, our study shows concordance of 93.9% 
of suspicious SCBs in comparison to final diagnosis, which is comparable to the 
80% - 96% shown in earlier international studies [9], where the results are based 
on the use of a variety of biopsy equipment as in our study. We found that 6% of 
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cases with benign SCBs were referred to diagnostic surgery. The reason for re-
ferring to surgery and re-SCB may be that there is no consensus in Denmark re-
garding the strategy for sub-pathological core SCB diagnoses such as FEA, ADH 
and sub-categories of LCIS. Another reason could be discrepancy between 
DKBI-RADS classifications and the SCB findings. 2% of pre-malignant SCBs 
were not classified as LCIS, DCIS or atypia, which makes re-SCB or surgery in-
evitable.  

In terms of re-SCBs, we found 8 pre-malignant/malignant cases out of 54 
cases undergoing re-SCB. A reason could be that these re-SCBs may have been 
carried out in order to determine the size of the lesion or multi-focality with a 
view to planning of surgery. 

52% of non-representative cases were operated for a diagnosis. X-ray of the 
SCB specimen as part of the SCB procedure serves to confirm that a representa-
tive amount of micro-calcification from the index lesion is included in the 
specimen. 

Calcification potentially lost in the course of trimming the paraffin block 
when preparing H & E sections should not be a cause of discrepancy [21]. How-
ever, in Denmark a benign histology report is not accepted without representa-
tive micro-calcifications.  

2% of malignant SCB cases were diagnosed benign after surgery. This may be 
due to the initial malignant lesion being small and the whole cluster of malig-
nant micro-calcification removed by SCB. Other reasons may be pathologist 
misinterprets initial SCBs as malignant or surgeon fails to remove correct lesion. 
What could appear as a misclassification may indeed be caused by one or more 
of above issues. Hence, the above indicates a potential cause of discrepancy, 
when operation specimens with x-ray-confirmed calcifications are sent for ex-
amination, and the final pathology report, despite thorough examination, is un-
able to confirm.  

Finally, the study intended to clarify whether SCB causes a general diagnostic 
delay. A diagnostic interval is not only delayed by additional SCB but also pro-
longed by diagnostic surgical excision in some cases needed to complete diagno-
sis. All diagnostic tests for breast cancer have known rates of misinterpretation 
[22], which may cause delay in the diagnostic process. Misjudgement of pathol-
ogy findings has been reported in 0.7% - 4% of breast cancers [23] [24]. Again, 
this can result in unnecessary assessment including re-SCB or even (diagnostic) 
operation causing delays. 

Generally, delay in any cancer diagnosis is common, and it is accepted that 
total delay should be as short as possible [25]. European Society of Mastology 
(EUSOMA) recommends [22] that at least 70% of patients with non-palpable 
breast cancer should be diagnosed preoperatively.  

According to EUSOMA, time recommendation from diagnosis to final opera-
tion is 20 working days, ideally less [22]. We decided only to calculate the delays 
from mammography to final pathological diagnosis. This could either be after 
first SCB, re-SCB or diagnostic operation.  
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We found, that the median diagnosis time for women with a straightforward 
clinical examination is acceptable: 75% of women were finalized within 27 cal-
endar days, meeting the recommendation. The expectation is that women un-
dergoing re-SCB would have a delayed diagnostic process, which the study also 
shows; only 25% of these women were diagnosed in time (within 28 days).  

7. Conclusions 

This study demonstrates results comparable with other studies as regards ma-
lignant SCBs and the final pathology report after surgery [9]. A positive predic-
tive value of 93.9% on pre-malignant/malignant SCB is a satisfying result, al-
though further study of the falsely negative SCBs would be recommendable in 
order to obtain a complete test analysis for SCB in Denmark. The number of pa-
tients with malignant finds from SCB (38%) and the 41%, who proceed to sur-
gery from single SCB, appears high and is perhaps also an area for further study 
in order to determine whether too few SCBs are carried out. Furthermore, it is 
indicated through this study, that the number of benign SCBs, which have still 
proceeded to diagnostic surgery, is high and the subsequent number of malig-
nancies found is greater than shown in other studies [9]. This could indicate that 
there is a need for further centralisation of centres performing SCB in Denmark 
as well as a study into improving performance regarding the issues identified 
above. 

The DKBI-RADS classification of micro-calcifications is not comparable with 
other studies. We know from other studies, that approximately 25% - 30% of pa-
tients selected for SCB have malignant finds and that it is difficult to classify the 
finds on the basis of mammographies. This is probably the reason why mam-
ma-radiologists in Denmark in general do not want to classify micro-calcification 
lesions prior to SCB. In part, this may be attributable to the classification being 
too uncertain as also indicated by many studies. The study indicates that a ro-
bust management system is in place in Denmark based on Pathway for Diagnos-
tic Strategies. However, since the DKBI-RADS classification is in reality not a 
BI-RADS system but a modification hereof and includes elements of other 5-tier 
classification systems, there are indications in the study to suggest that the Dan-
ish BI-RADS reference can lead to confusion. It may therefore be appropriate to 
change the classification recommendations in Denmark and ensure that the 
classification system is given a more appropriate name. 

Overall, this study found the diagnostic delay to be within the recommenda-
tion from EUSOMA for single SCBs. Re-SCBs have a diagnostic delay, which is 
more than recommended. 
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